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A detection of a core-collapse supernova (CCSN) gravitational-wave (GW) signal with an Advanced
LIGO and Virgo detector network may allow us to measure astrophysical parameters of the dying massive
star. GWs are emitted from deep inside the core, and, as such, they are direct probes of the CCSN explosion
mechanism. In this study, we show how we can determine the CCSN explosion mechanism from a GW
supernova detection using a combination of principal component analysis and Bayesian model selection.
We use simulations of GW signals from CCSN exploding via neutrino-driven convection and rapidly
rotating core collapse. Previous studies have shown that the explosion mechanism can be determined using
one LIGO detector and simulated Gaussian noise. As real GW detector noise is both nonstationary and
non-Gaussian, we use real detector noise from a network of detectors with a sensitivity altered to match
the advanced detectors design sensitivity. For the first time, we carry out a careful selection of the number
of principal components to enhance our model selection capabilities. We show that with an advanced
detector network we can determine if the CCSN explosion mechanism is driven by neutrino convection for
sources in our Galaxy and rapidly-rotating core collapse for sources out to the Large Magellanic Cloud.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.94.123012
I. INTRODUCTION
More than 80 years after Baade and Zwicky first
proposed that core-collapse supernovae (CCSNe) are
massive stars turning into neutron stars at the end of their
life [1], the CCSN explosion mechanism is still not fully
understood.
Zero age main sequence (ZAMS) stars with 8 M⊙ <
M < 100 M⊙ form electron-degenerate cores composed
primarily of iron-group nuclei in the final stages of their
nuclear burning. Once the iron core exceeds its effective
Chandrasekhar mass (see, e.g., Refs. [2,3]), it becomes
gravitationally unstable. Gravitational collapse continues
until the inner core is dynamically compressed to nuclear
densities. At this point, the equation of state (EOS) stiffens,
the inner core rebounds (typically referred to as core
bounce), and a shock wave is launched outward from
the outer edge of the inner core. The shock suffers energy
losses due to the dissociation of infalling iron-group nuclei
and neutrino losses from electron capture in the region
behind the shock. Yielding to ram pressure due to the outer
core, the shock stalls and becomes an accretion shock.
If the shock is not revived within ∼0.5–3 s, accretion onto
the protoneutron star will lead to further gravitational
collapse and black hole formation [4]. Understanding
how the stalled shock is revived to explode the dying star,
the CCSN explosion mechanism, is one of the most
important challenges in CCSN theory today.
There is little information on the CCSN explosion
mechanism to be gleaned from electromagnetic (EM)
observations, as EM emission from CCSNe occurs in
optically thin regions, far from the central engine, and
so only secondary information on the explosion mechanism
is available. Observations of CCSN ejecta and pulsar kicks
are indicative of the multidimensional physical processes
driving the explosion [5,6].
Gravitational waves (GWs) and neutrinos, however, are
emitted from deep inside the core, and, as such, they are
direct probes of the CCSN explosion mechanism. While
GWs from CCSNe have not yet been directly detected,
the few neutrinos detected from SN1987A confirmed the
above picture of core collapse [7–9].
The core collapse ofmassive stars has been considered as a
potential source for the Advanced LIGO (aLIGO) and
Advanced Virgo (AdVirgo) detectors—see Refs. [10,11]
for a historical overview. The aLIGO detectors are laser
interferometers with 4 km arms located in Livingston,
Louisiana, and Hanford, Washington [12]. AdVirgo is a
3 km Italian detector expected to join the aLIGO detector
network early in 2017 [13]. Recent work by Gossan et al.
[14] shows that GWs from nonrotating and rotating core
collapse may be observable throughout the Milky Way and
the LargeMagellanic Cloud. The rate for these sources is low
at around≲2–3CCSNeper 100years [15–18].Nodetections
were made in the first targeted search for CCSNe GWs [19].
Numerical simulations have allowed a number of GW
emission processes in CCSNe to be identified, including
but not limited to rotating core collapse and bounce,
rotational instabilities, neutrino-driven convection, prompt
convection in the region behind the shock, standing
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accretion shock instability (SASI), and asymmetric neutrino
emission [10]. The multidimensional processes occurring in
CCSNe are incredibly complex, and so even with state of
the art simulations, the stochastic nature of many GW
emission processes (e.g. convection and turbulence) result
in a signal with a stochastic phase that cannot be robustly
predicted. In the absence of a robust method to estimate the
signal’s phase evolution, matched filtering (the optimal
signal extraction method for known signal morphology in
Gaussian noise [20]) cannot be used. To this end, it is
beneficial to associate proposed explosion mechanisms
with a set of GW emission processes, such that the broad
characteristics of GW signals from each mechanism can be
determined. This will allow the detection of GWs from
CCSNe to be used to infer the CCSN explosion mechanism.
The first application of numerical GW waveforms for
CCSNe to infer the CCSN explosion mechanism was
carried out by Logue et al. [21] and considered signals
from neutrino-driven convection [22], rapidly rotating
core collapse [23], and protoneutron star pulsations [24,25]
(denoted the neutrino mechanism, magnetorotational
mechanism, and acoustic mechanism, respectively). We
hereafter refer to this paper as L12. Following previous
work by Heng [26] and Röver et al. [27], principal
component analysis (PCA) [28] was used to create princi-
pal component basis vectors (PCs) from the GW signals
associated with each explosion mechanism. Linearly polar-
ized signals were added, or “injected,” in Gaussian noise
with the design sensitivity power spectral density (PSD) of
the aLIGO detectors [12], and a Bayesian nested sampling
algorithm [29] was used to compute the evidence that
the signals were best represented by each PC basis.
Comparison of the evidences for a given signal then
permitted the most likely explosion mechanism to be
identified via model selection. The algorithm used for this
analysis was denoted the Supernova Model Evidence
Extractor (SMEE).
There were several major limitations to the SMEE
analysis. First, signals were injected into data for one
detector, assuming optimal orientation and sky location
formaximal antenna sensitivity of the detector (see Ref. [14]
for information on the antenna sensitivity of an interfero-
metric GW detector). Given this, the time-varying antenna
sensitivity for a given detector was not taken into account,
and hence the antenna sensitivity considered was artificially
optimistic. Additionally, the single detector network chosen
did not account for the multiple GW detectors scheduled to
come online during the advanced detector era, resulting in
limited sensitivity. Further, only GW signals extracted from
axisymmetric CCSN simulations were considered, resulting
in linearly polarized signals. However, EM observations
suggest that many, if not most, CCSN explosions exhibit
asymmetric features [30–34]. The 3D magnetorotational
simulations for rapidly rotating progenitors show a domi-
nant GW polarization is expected for the bounce signal.
However, 3D neutrinomechanism simulations show that the
stochastic nature of the asymmetric flow structures arising
from the SASI and convection will lead to unpolarized
GWs from CCSNe [35–44]. Finally, the use of Gaussian
noise meant that the effect of noise transients present in real
GW detector noise could not be studied. Despite these
limitations, the SMEE algorithm demonstrated the ability
to distinguish magnetorotational explosions within the
MilkyWay (D ≤ 10 kpc), while neutrino-driven and acous-
tic explosions could be distinguished for sources closer than
D ≤ 2 kpc. The goal of this second model selection study is
to address the shortcomings of the original SMEE analysis
and to make more accurate statements on the ability to infer
the CCSN explosion mechanism from GW observations of
CCSNe in the advanced detector era.
In this paper, we outline the improvements made to
the SMEE analysis to address several of the limitations
described previously. We consider a three detector network
with non-Gaussian, nonstationary detector noise, at multi-
ple GPS times to vary the antenna pattern sensitivity. We
continue to use linearly polarized GW waveform catalogs
to produce the PCs because, at this time, large waveform
catalogs from 3D CCSN simulations do not exist. Further,
we do not consider GW signals from the acoustic mecha-
nism in this study, as this is no longer considered a viable
explosion mechanism for CCSNe [45].
This paper is structured as follows. In Sec. II, we
provide an overview of the CCSN explosion mechanisms
considered, the characteristics of the associated GW emis-
sion, and the GW waveform catalogs chosen for this study.
In Sec. III, we review the method used in SMEE for
Bayesian model selection via nested sampling. In Sec. IV,
we provide details of the analysis. In Sec. V, we show the
results of our study at Galactic and extra-Galactic distances.
We summarize and discuss the implications in Sec. VI.
II. CORE-COLLAPSE SUPERNOVA
EXPLOSION MECHANISMS AND THEIR
GRAVITATIONAL WAVE SIGNATURES
In this section, we consider the magnetorotational
mechanism and the neutrino mechanism for driving
CCSN explosions. We hereafter provide a broad overview
of the physical processes driving the explosion dynamics,
in addition to the characteristic features imprinted on the
associated GW emission. We direct the reader to L12 for a
more in-depth description of the explosion mechanisms.
A. Magnetorotational mechanism
Due to conservation of angular momentum, core collapse
to a protoneutron star results in the spin-up of the core by a
factor of 1000 [46]. Consequently, rapidly rotating pre-
collapse cores with periods ∼1 s form protoneutron stars
with periods on millisecond time scales. Such compact
objects have rotational energy ∼1052 erg, a small fraction
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of which could power a strong CCSN explosion, if some-
how tapped.
Theory and simulations have shown that magnetorota-
tional processes efficiently extract rotational energy and
may drive collimated outflows in rapidly rotating core-
collapse explosions (see, e.g., Refs. [23,47] and references
within). Flux compression due to collapse alone cannot
produce the magnetic fields required (of order 1015 G) for
bipolar explosions, given the precollapse core magnetic
fields predicted by stellar evolution models [48]. More
plausible an explanation is magnetic amplification after
core bounce, through rotational winding of the poloidal
field into the toroidal field, and the magnetorotational
instability, though the latter is not well understood in the
context of CCSNe, but some progress toward understand-
ing has been made in recent years [49,50]. For the
magnetorotational mechanism to work, simulations suggest
that the precollapse core needs spin period ≲4–5 s [23].
The GW signal from rapidly rotating CCSNe is domi-
nated by the bounce and subsequent ring down of the proto-
neutron star. Strong centrifugal deformation of the inner
core results from a rapidly rotating precollapse core,
leading to a large, time-varying quadrupole moment, which
consequently sources a strong burst of GWs. It is expected
that the precollapse core angular velocity distribution is
roughly uniform in the inner core [48], which is preserved
in the subsonically collapsing inner core due to homolo-
gous collapse. In the supersonically collapsing regions
outside the inner core, however, homologous collapse
drives strong rotation gradients, causing the outer core
and region between the protoneutron star and the shock to
be strongly differentially rotating [46]. Due to this, con-
vection is inhibited in these regions, and the GW signature
of the turbulent convection characteristic of nonrotating
core collapse is not present. For slowly rotating core
collapse, prompt convection may contribute to the
GW signal on time scales of tens of ms [51,52].
Typically, the peak GW strain from rotating core collapse
is ∼10−21–10−20 for a source at 10 kpc, and emitted energy
in GWs ðEGWÞ is ∼10−10–10−8M⊙. The GW energy
spectrum is more narrowband than for nonrotating core
collapse, with most power emitted between 500–800 Hz,
over time scales of a few tens of ms. For precollapse cores
with initial spin period less than ∼0.5 − 1 s, core bounce
occurs slowly at subnuclear densities, dynamics are domi-
nated by centrifugal effects, and most energy in GWs is
emitted around ∼200 Hz [10,51]. It is also possible for
nonaxisymmetric rotational instabilities to develop in the
protoneutron star, which may source GWs over time scales
of hundreds of ms [37–39,53,54].
1. GW waveform catalogs
For the purposes of this study, we draw from the
Dimmelmeier et al. [51] waveform catalog to construct
the magnetorotational mechanism PCs, hereafter referred
to as the RotCC model. The full catalog, comprised
of 128 waveforms, spans progenitor star ZAMS mass
(MZAMS ∈ f12; 15; 20; 40gM⊙), angular momentum dis-
tribution, and nuclear matter EOS. The initial angular
momentum distribution of the precollapse core is imposed
through a parametrized angular velocity profile, Ωiðω¯Þ,
defined as
Ωiðω¯Þ ¼
Ωc;i
1þ ðω¯=AÞ2 ; ð1Þ
where ω¯ is the cylindrical radius, Ωc;i is the central angular
velocity, and A is the differential rotation length scale.
Simulations are performed across the angular momentum
distribution space, considering strongly differential rotation
(A ¼ 500 km) to almost uniform rotation (A ¼ 50 000 km)
and slowly rotating (Ωc;i ¼ 0.45 rad s−1) to rapidly rotating
(Ωc;i ¼ 13.31 rad s−1) precollapse cores. The Lattimer-
Swesty EOS with incompressibility parameter K¼
180MeV [55] and the Shen EOS with K ¼ 281 MeV
[56,57] are also used. As the simulations are axisymmetric,
the waveform catalog is linearly polarized. A representative
waveform from the Dimmelmeier et al. catalog is shown
in the top panel of Fig. 1. As the main feature of the
Dimmelmeier waveforms is the spike at core bounce, they
are still a good approximation of a 3D CCSNe signal as any
rotating model likely stays sufficiently close to axisym-
metry around the bounce and the bounce signal is still
clearly present in 3D magnetorotational waveforms.
Sample waveforms are also drawn from the following
rotating core-collapse simulations:
(i) Scheidegger et al. [59] carried out 3D magnetohy-
drodynamical simulations, using a leakage scheme
for neutrino transport. These were performed with a
15 M⊙ progenitor star, and the Lattimer-Swesty EOS
withK ¼ 180 MeV [55]. Due to the 3D nature of the
simulations, the Scheidegger et al. waveforms have
two polarizations. We employ waveforms from mod-
els R3E1ACL (moderate precollapse rotation, toroi-
dal/poloidal magnetic field strength of 106 G=109 G)
shown in Fig. 2 and R4E1FCL (rapid precollapse
rotation, toroidal/poloidal magnetic field strength of
1012 G=109 G). We hereafter refer to these wave-
forms as sch1 and sch2, respectively.
(ii) Abdikamalov et al. [52] performed axisymmetric
general-relativistic hydrodynamics simulations.
A 15 M⊙ progenitor star was used, and the
Lattimer-Swesty EOS with K ¼ 220 MeV was
employed [55]. We use waveforms from models
A1O14 (A ¼ 300 km; Ωc ¼ 14 rad s−1), A3O09
(A ¼ 634 km; Ωc ¼ 9 rad s−1), and A4O01
(A ¼ 1268 km; Ωc ¼ 1 rad s−1). We hereafter refer
to these waveforms as abd1, abd2, and abd3,
respectively.
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B. Neutrino mechanism
During the collapse of the iron core, and subsequent
evolution of the protoneutron star to a cold neutron star,
approximately 3 × 1053 erg of energy is released, and 99%
of this energy is transported out by neutrinos [3]. The
neutrino mechanism theorizes that if some small fraction of
the energy emitted in neutrinos were reabsorbed behind the
stalled accretion shock, shock heating could reenergize the
shock and drive an explosion. In its early form, the neutrino
mechanism was first proposed by Arnett [60], and Colgate
and White [61], while the modern form of the mechanism
was put forward by Bethe and Wilson [62].
The GW signal from neutrino-driven CCSNe is domi-
nated by contributions from turbulent convection and the
SASI [36,63–66]. Immediately after bounce, there is a burst
of GWs from prompt convection [10], which is driven by
the negative entropy gradient set up by the stalled shock.
The GW emission dies down as the entropy gradient
smooths out but strengthens as the SASI becomes nonlinear
on time scales of several 100 ms. Accretion plumes are
rapidly decelerated as they enter the region behind the
shock, leading to numerous spikes in the GW signal [58].
The GW signal is broadband in frequency, with most
emission between 100 and 1100 Hz. The signal typically
lasts from ∼0.3–2 s, with strain ∼10−22 for a source at
10 kpc. The total EGW from neutrino-driven explosions are
of order 10−11 − 10−9M⊙.
1. GW waveform catalogs
In this study, we use the waveform catalog from
Murphy et al. [58] to construct the neutrino mechanism
PCs, hereafter referred to as the C&Smodel. The catalog is
comprised of 16 waveforms, extracted using the quadru-
pole approximation [67], from axisymmetric Newtonian
CCSN simulations. Electron capture and neutrino leakage
are treated using a parametrized scheme, and only the
FIG. 2. Time domain hþ GW strain for representative 3D
models of rotating core collapse (top panel) and neutrino-driven
convection (bottom panel), as seen by an equatorial observer at
10 kpc, drawn from the Scheidegger et al. [59] and Ott et al. [35]
waveform catalogs.
FIG. 1. Time domain GW strain for representative models of
rotating core collapse (top panel) and neutrino-driven (bottom
panel), as seen by an equatorial observer at 10 kpc, drawn from
the RotCC and C&Swaveform catalogs, respectively [51,58]. We
note that the typical GW strain from rotating core collapse is
roughly an order of magnitude larger than the typical GW strain
from neutrino-driven explosions. In addition, the typical GW
signal duration is roughly an order of magnitude longer for
neutrino-driven explosions than for rotating core collapse.
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monopole term of the gravitational potential is included.
The progenitor models considered are nonrotating
and span the parameter space of ZAMS mass
(MZAMS ¼ f12; 15; 20; 40gM⊙) and total electron/
antielectron neutrino luminosity. Due to the axisymmetric
nature of the simulations, the waveforms extracted are
linearly polarized. While the nature of the turbulent
convection driving such explosions is expected to
be very different in two and three dimensions, broad
catalogs of waveforms extracted from 3D simulations
have not yet been produced due to computational limi-
tations. A representative waveform from the Murphy et al.
catalog is shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 1, for a source
at 10 kpc.
Sample waveforms are drawn from the following
nonrotating core collapse simulations:
(i) Yakunin et al. [68] carried out axisymmetric
Newtonian simulations, using an approximate gen-
eral relativity monopole term of the gravitational
potential and including radiation hydrodynamics.
We choose waveforms obtained from the simulation
of a 15 M⊙ progenitor star referred to as yak. Due
to axisymmetry, the extracted waveform is linearly
polarized.
(ii) Müller et al. [69] performed 3D simulations of
neutrino-driven CCSNe with gray neutrino trans-
port and an inner boundary condition to prescribe
the contraction of the protoneutron star core.
They started the simulations after core bounce
and assumed a time-varying inner boundary, cut-
ting out much of the protoneutron star. With the
excised core, the signal from prompt convection
cannot be captured in these models. Protoneutron
star convection only contributes to their waveforms
at late times, and the contraction of the protoneu-
tron star lowers the GW frequency. As the simu-
lations are 3D, the Müller et al. waveforms have
two polarizations. We use waveform models L15-3
and W15-4 (both with a 15 M⊙ progenitor) and
model N20-2 (with a 20 M⊙ progenitor) and refer
to these waveforms as müller1, müller2, and
müller3, respectively.
(iii) Ott et al. [35] performed 3D simulations of neutrino-
driven CCSNe. The simulations are general relativ-
istic and incorporate a three-species neutrino leakage
scheme. As the simulations are 3D, the Ott et al.
waveforms have two polarizations, and we use the
GW waveform from model s27fheat1.05 (a 27 M⊙
progenitor) shown in Fig. 2. We hereafter refer to
this waveform as Ott.
III. SMEE
SMEE is designed as a parameter estimation follow-up
analysis for possible detection candidates identified by GW
burst searches. This section gives a brief overview of the
Bayesian data analysis strategy implemented in SMEE.
PCA via singular value decomposition (SVD) is applied to
the catalog waveforms to create signal models that re-
present each explosion mechanism. Similar techniques
have been used to extract physical parameters of GW
signals from binary systems [70–72] and in characterizing
noise sources in GW detectors [73,74].
In the previous SMEE analysis, a MATLAB implemen-
tation of SMEE was used, which has now been replaced
with a faster and more accurate C implementation
that is part of the LIGO data analysis software package
LSC Algorithm Library [75]. In particular, we use the
LALInference package [76–78], which is designed for the
parameter estimation of GW signals.
A. Principal component analysis
PCA can be used to transform waveforms contained
in a catalog into a set of orthogonal basis vectors called
principal components. The first few PCs represent the main
features of a set of waveforms, therefore allowing for a
dimensional reduction of the data set. Before applying
PCA, waveforms from the RotCC model are zero padded
and aligned at the spike at core bounce. The C&S wave-
forms are aligned at the onset of emission. By applying
SVD to the original data matrix D, where each column
corresponds to a supernova waveform, the data can be
factored such that
D ¼ UΣVT; ð2Þ
where U and V are matrices of which the columns
are comprised of the eigenvectors of DDT and DTD,
respectively. Σ is a diagonal matrix with elements that
correspond to the square root of the eigenvalues.
The orthonormal eigenvectors in U are the PCs. As the
PCs are ranked by their corresponding eigenvalues in Σ,
the main features of the data set are contained in just the
first few PCs. Each waveform, hi, in the data set can be
reconstructed using a linear combination of the PCs,
multiplied by their corresponding PC coefficients
β ¼ ΣVT, such that
hi ¼ A
Xk
j¼1
Ujβj; ð3Þ
where A is an amplitude scale factor and k is the number of
PCs. Bayesian model selection can then be applied to the
signal models.
B. Bayesian model selection
Bayesian model selection is used to calculate Bayes
factors that allow us to distinguish between two competing
models. The Bayes factor, BS;N , is given by the ratio of the
evidences,
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BS;N ¼
pðDjMSÞ
pðDjMNÞ
; ð4Þ
where MS and MN are the signal and noise models,
respectively. The evidence is given by the integral of the
likelihood multiplied by the prior across all parameter
values. For a large number of parameters, the evidence
integral can become difficult. This problem is solved
using a technique known as nested sampling. A detailed
description of nested sampling is given in L12 and
elsewhere [28,76].
For convenience, we take the logarithm of the Bayes
factor,
logBS;N ¼ log½pðDjMSÞ − log½pðDjMNÞ: ð5Þ
If logBS;N > 0, the signal model is preferred over the noise
model. Conversely, if logBS;N < 0, the noise model is
preferred over the signal model. In this same way, the
evidence for two different explosion models, RotCC and
C&S, can be compared as
logBRotCC−C&S ¼ logBRotCC;N − logBC&S;N: ð6Þ
Uniform priors are applied to each PC coefficient, with
prior ranges set by the catalog waveforms padded by10%
to account for uncertainty due to the lack of available
waveforms, and a uniform-in-volume prior is applied to the
amplitude parameter as it scales with distance. A full
description of the likelihoods used is given in L12.
A galactic supernova (SN) will have coincident EM and
neutrino signals, ensuring that the sky location of the target
source will be known. Online searches for GW bursts can
also produce sky maps of the location of the GW signal
[77]. For this reason, we fix the sky location of the source
as a known parameter.
C. Number of PCs
Previously in L12, the relative complexity of the RotCC
and C&S models was not taken into consideration when
selecting the number of PCs.
FIG. 3. (Left) The first four PCs for the RotCC model. (Right) As for the left, but for the C&S model. The first few PCs represent the
most common features of the waveforms used in the analysis. A larger number of PCs is needed to represent the broad set of features in
waveforms from the C&S model. The main feature of the RotCC model PCs is the spike at core bounce.
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Figure 3 shows the first four PCs for the RotCC and C&S
models. It is clear that the time domain structure of the C&S
model is far more complex than that for the RotCC model.
Due to this, fewer RotCC PCs are typically needed
to faithfully reconstruct GW signals from rotating core
collapse than the number of C&S PCs needed to reconstruct
GW signals from neutrino-driven CCSNe. To account for
this, we aim to quantify the impact of the number of PCs for
each model.
This is typically achieved by studying the variance
encompassed by each PC and using the number of PCs
that cumulatively contain above some fraction of the
total variance [73,79]. However, as this method only uses
the waveforms, it does not account for the limitations of
the analysis method implemented in SMEE. Bayesian
model selection favors simpler models, and this could
increase errors when results are more uncertain, such
as when the signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the GW signal
is low [28]. To this end, we determine the optimal
number of PCs from the behavior of logBS;N for both
models across the waveform catalogs.
In Fig. 4, we show logBS;N for five representative
waveforms from the RotCC and C&S models, which
span the parameter space of the catalogs. We inject all
of the signals with a SNR of 20, as logBS;N is also
proportional to the SNR of the signal. Larger SNRs
produce larger values of logBS;N . As the number of PCs
is increased, the model becomes a better match for the
signal in the data, and logBS;N increases sharply. After an
ideal number of PCs is reached, no further information
about the signal is gained by adding more PCs, and
logBS;N stops increasing. If more PCs are added after the
ideal number, then logBS;N will begin to decrease due to
an Occam factor that occurs as the signal model becomes
too complex.
The waveforms in the RotCC catalog have a small
variance, and therefore a small number of PCs are needed to
represent the entire catalog. The C&S model has greater
variance in the catalog waveforms, and a larger number of
PCs are required to accurately represent all the features
included in all waveforms. We select six PCs for the
RotCC model and nine PCs for the C&S model to
maximize the number of features represented in the PCs
while minimizing the penalty that occurs when the model is
too complex or one model is significantly more complex
than the other.
IV. ANALYSIS
In L12, simulated Gaussian noise was considered in a
single aLIGO detector in the context of a sky position
where antenna sensitivity to linearly polarized GW
signals was maximized. For this study, SMEE has
been extended to incorporate a three detector network,
which consists of the two aLIGO detectors and the
AdVirgo detector, hereafter referred to as H1, L1, and V1,
respectively.
Real data from GW detectors are nonstationary and
non-Gaussian, and, as such, it is important to test our
analysis in real nonstationary, non-Gaussian noise. We use
the observational data taken by H1 and L1 during the S5
science run and data taken by V1 during the VSR1 science
run, which are now publicly available via the LIGO Open
Science Center [80]. These data are recolored to the design
sensitivity PSD of aLIGO and AdVirgo, as outlined in
Ref. [14], which permits a more realistic estimation of the
sensitivity of our analysis in future advanced detector
observation runs. The detectors are expected to reach
design sensitivity in 2019.
The antenna response of the detectors is periodic with an
associated time scale of one sidereal day, due to the rotation
of the Earth. As a consequence of this, the sensitivity of
any GW analysis using stretches of data much shorter than
this time scale is strongly dependent on the antenna
FIG. 4. The log BS;N values for an increasing number of PCs
for the RotCC (top panel) and C&S (bottom panel) models using
five representative waveforms from each mechanism. Log BS;N
increases as more PCs are added and more information is gained
about the injected signal. Log BS;N will decrease if the model
becomes too complex.
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response of the detectors to the source location at the
relevant GPS time. To represent the time-averaged sensi-
tivity of the detector network, we choose ten GPS times
spread throughout a 24 h period.
V. RESULTS
A. Response to noise
The response of SMEE to instances of simulated
Gaussian noise was investigated in L12 to better under-
stand the results in the presence of real signals. As SMEE
is now implemented in C, and the relative complexity
of the waveforms is now accounted for in the number
of PCs, we recalculate the noise response using 1000
instances of simulated aLIGO and AdVirgo design
sensitivity noise.
In Fig. 5, logBS;N for 1000 instances of Gaussian
and real nonstationary, non-Gaussian noise is shown.
The logBS;N values are obtained by running SMEE on
1000 GPS times, during the 24 h period of data, which
contains no GW signals. The mean values are −12 for
the RotCC model and −23 for the C&S model in
Gaussian noise and −9 for the RotCC model and −19
for the C&S model in the recolored noise. Short duration
transient noise artifacts and lines in the data increase
SMEE’s response to noise and increase the standard
deviation of the noise response. In L12, a threshold value
of 5 on logBS;N was set using the standard deviation
of the noise response. We increase the threshold on the
value of logBS;N to 10 to account for the increased
variation in the noise response found in the real non-
Gaussian data.
B. Determining the core-collapse supernova
explosion mechanism
To test SMEEs ability to determine the explosion
mechanism, all 128 RotCC and 16 C&S waveforms are
injected at ten GPS times, giving a total of 1440 injected
signals at each distance. The sky position of the Galactic
center is used at distances of 2, 10, and 20 kpc to show how
well the explosion mechanism can be determined for
sources throughout the Galaxy.
Table I shows the antenna pattern averaged logBSN for
five representative waveforms from the RotCC and C&S
models injected in recolored noise. How well SMEE can
distinguish a signal from noise is important because the
explosion mechanism cannot be determined for a signal
it cannot detect. The table shows the mean logBS;N is
much larger for waveforms from the RotCC model as
they have a larger SNR than the C&S waveforms. The
FIG. 5. Response of SMEE to 1000 instances of simulated and
recolored aLIGO and AdVirgo design sensitivity noise for
RotCC with six PCs (top panel) and C&S with nine PCs (bottom
panel). Transient noise artifacts and lines in the real data can
increase log BS;N and the standard deviation of the noise
response.
TABLE I. The mean logBS;N for five representative waveforms
from each mechanism injected at 2, 10, and 20 kpc at the sky
position of the Galactic center. Waveforms from the RottCC
model can be distinguished from noise throughout the Galaxy.
C&S catalog waveforms at 20 kpc are indistinguishable from
noise.
logBRotCC;N logBC&S;N
Waveform 2 kpc 10 kpc 20 kpc 2 kpc 10 kpc 20 kpc
RotCC
s11a3o09_shen 24281 927 210 591 7 −8
s15a2o09_ls 27321 1050 241 785 15 −7
s20a3o05_ls 12151 447 92 1223 31 −3
s40a3o07_ls 54281 2121 508 1898 53 0
s40a3o13_shen 64323 2537 618 20510 815 192
C&S
15_3.2 52 −4 −5 328 −6 −12
15_4.0 59 −4 −6 2982 90 5
20_3.8 69 −5 −5 1629 352 −8
40_10.0 20 −5 −6 1687 42 −4
40_13.0 21 −6 −6 24 −11 −12
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value of logBSN should be larger when using the PCs
from the correct explosion mechanism. Waveforms from
the RotCC model can be distinguished from noise at all
of the Galactic distances considered. Waveforms from
the C&S model can all be distinguished from noise
at 2 kpc.
Figure 6 shows histograms of logBRotCC−C&S for all
1440 injections at three Galactic distances. If the RotCC
waveforms are identified with the correct explosion
mechanism, then logBRotCC−C&S will be positive, and if
the C&S waveforms are identified with the correct explo-
sion mechanism, then logBRotCC−C&S will be negative.
If logBRotCC−C&S is between −10 and 10, then either the
injected waveform could not be distinguished from noise or
it is not possible to distinguish between the explosion
mechanisms considered.
The number of detected waveforms from the C&S model
is 157=160, 150=160, and 19=160 at distances of 2, 10, and
20 kpc, respectively. The number of detected waveforms
from the RotCC model is 1279=1280, 1198=1280, and
1019=1280 at distances of 2, 10, and 20 kpc, respectively.
The correct explosion mechanism is determined for all
detected waveforms from both models at all Galactic
distances.
FIG. 6. Log BRotCC−C&S for waveforms injected from the RottCC and C&S catalogs. (a) At 2 kpc and the sky position
of the Galactic center, the explosion mechanism is correctly determined for all 1437=1440 detected waveforms. (b) At 10 kpc
1198=1440, waveforms are detected, and their explosion mechanism is correctly determined. (c) Almost all the C&S wave-
forms have a SNR too small for them to be detected at 20 kpc. (d) Distance of 50 kpc and sky position of the Large Magellanic
Cloud.
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All catalog waveforms are then injected at the sky
position of the Large Magellanic Cloud at a distance of
50 kpc at ten different GPS times. A histogram of
logBRotCC−C&S is shown in Fig. 6(d). 707=1280waveforms
from the RotCC model can be distinguished from noise at
this distance, and their explosion mechanism is correctly
determined as magnetorotational. Waveforms injected from
the C&S model cannot be distinguished from noise at a
distance of 50 kpc.
C. Testing robustness using noncatalog waveforms
As the waveforms from the RotCC and C&S models
used to create the PCs may not be an exact match for a
real CCSN GW signal, it is important to test the robust-
ness of the method applied in SMEE using waveforms
that do not come from the catalogs used to construct the
PCs. To test robustness, we use five extra waveforms
from each mechanism. For the magnetorotational mecha-
nism, the extra waveforms are sch1, sch2, and the three
abd waveforms as described in Sec. II A 1. For the
neutrino mechanism, the five extra waveforms are the
yak, Ott, and three müller waveforms described in
Sec. II B 1.
As for the RotCC and C&S waveforms, the ten extra
waveforms are injected at ten GPS times at the sky
position of the Galactic center at distances of 2, 10, and
20 kpc, leading to a total of 100 injections at each
distance. Table II shows how well the extra waveforms
can be distinguished from noise at the three Galactic
distances considered. As for the catalog waveforms, the
table shows the antenna pattern averaged values of
logBS;N . A larger value of logBS;N is expected when
the correct PCs are used. The confidence in the result is
larger for larger values of logBS;N . All the extra magneto-
rotational mechanism waveforms can be distinguished
from noise at the three Galactic distances considered. The
yak and Ott waveforms can be distinguished from noise
at 2 kpc. The three müller waveforms cannot be
distinguished from noise at any of the Galactic distances
considered.
Figure 7 shows histograms of logBRotCC−C&S for all
100 extra waveform injections at distances throughout
the Galaxy. As for the waveforms used to calculate
the PCs, if the explosion mechanism of the magneto-
rotational waveforms is correctly determined, then
logBRotCC−C&S will be positive, and if the explosion
mechanism of the neutrino mechanism waveforms is
correctly determined, then logBRotCC−C&S will be neg-
ative. At all distances, the 30 injected müller wave-
forms cannot be distinguished from noise. At 2 kpc, the
explosion mechanism of the ten injected yak waveforms
is correctly determined as neutrino driven. The explosion
mechanism of the 10 Ott waveform injections are
incorrectly determined as magnetorotational. The Ott
waveforms, shown in Fig. 2, contain a feature during the
first 20 ms that appears reminiscent of the rotational
bounce signals. This is due to a strong signal from the
early postbounce phase that arises because of artificially
strong prompt convection induced by the neutrino
leakage scheme. This feature is likely the cause of
the incorrect result. If larger catalogs of 3D CCSN
waveforms are obtained, then PCs containing both
polarizations could be used to improve results for any
waveforms that are currently poorly reconstructed by
SMEE. All extra magnetorotational mechanism injec-
tions at 2 kpc are distinguished from noise, and their
explosion mechanism is correctly determined.
At 10 kpc, 1=10 yak injections and 49=50 magneto-
rotational injected waveforms can be distinguished from
noise. The explosion mechanism is correctly determined
for all detected waveforms. At 20 kpc, 45=50 magneto-
rotational waveforms and none of the extra neutrino
mechanism waveforms can be distinguished from noise.
The explosion mechanism is correctly determined for all
detected magnetorotational waveforms at 20 kpc.
Figure 7(d) shows a histogram of logBRotCC−C&S for 100
injections of the extra waveforms at 50 kpc at the sky
position of the Large Magellanic Cloud. 27=50 magneto-
rotational waveforms can be distinguished from noise, and
their explosion mechanism is correctly determined as
magnetorotational.
VI. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
SMEE is designed to measure astrophysical parameters
of a CCSN GW detection. CCSNe have long been
considered as a potential source for an aLIGO and
TABLE II. The mean logBS;N for five extra waveforms
representing each explosion mechanism injected at 2, 10, and
20 kpc at the sky position of the Galactic center. The three
müller waveforms at 20 kpc are indistinguishable from noise.
The extra magnetorotational mechanism waveforms can be
distinguished from noise throughout our Galaxy.
logBRotCC;N logBC&S;N
Waveform 2 kpc 10 kpc 20 kpc 2 kpc 10 kpc 20 kpc
RotCC
sch1 15116 567 124 2181 64 3
sch2 47185 1843 441 7369 321 69
abd1 87453 3454 843 21528 933 235
abd2 50420 2000 488 18128 798 183
abd3 6426 247 55 5147 185 31
C&S
yak 23 −5 −6 141 −10 −11
müller1 −5 −5 −5 −9 −12 −11
müller2 −5 −6 −5 −8 −10 −12
müller3 −5 −5 −6 −9 −11 −11
Ott 118 −2 −6 24 −12 −12
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AdVirgo detector network, and a CCSN detection may
provide an ideal probe of the inner regions of the
explosion that do not emit electromagnetically. Deter-
mining the CCSN explosion mechanism is essential for a
full understanding of the physics and processes involved
in CCSNe.
For the first time, we demonstrate the ability of SMEE to
determine the CCSN explosion mechanism with a network
of GW detectors with real nonstationary and non-Gaussian
noise. In this paper, SMEE considers the magnetorotational
and neutrino explosion mechanisms and shows how the
correct explosion mechanism can be determined for all
detectable catalog waveforms at distances throughout our
Galaxy. GW signals from neutrino-driven convection have
a smaller amplitude than those from rapidly rotating core
collapse, and therefore detections at distances of 10 kpc or
less are needed for a robust result. Furthermore, we can
determine the explosion mechanism of rapidly rotating
core-collapse waveforms at the distance and sky position of
the Large Magellanic Cloud.
We further enhance the model selection capabilities of
SMEE with a careful selection of the number of PCs that
considers the relative complexity of the different explosion
models. A large number of PCs is required to represent all
FIG. 7. Log BRotCC−C&S for five extra waveforms representing each explosion mechanism. (a) At 2 kpc, all extra magnetorotational
mechanism waveforms can be distinguished from noise, and their explosion mechanism is correctly determined. For the extra
neutrino mechanism waveforms, only the explosion mechanism of the yak waveform is correctly determined. (b) At 10 kpc, all extra
neutrino mechanism waveforms cannot be distinguished from noise. (c) At 20 kpc, 45=100 injected extra magnetorotational waveforms
can be distinguished from noise, and their explosion mechanism is correctly determined. (d) The correct explosion mechanism is
determined for all extra magnetorotational waveforms distinguishable from noise (27=100) at 50 kpc.
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the common features of the neutrino-driven convection
waveforms. The number of available waveforms is much
smaller than those available for rapidly rotating core
collapse, and the differences between individual waveforms
is much larger. This leads to a reduction in the robustness
of the result from SMEE as the parameter space of
the neutrino waveforms is not sufficiently covered.
Furthermore, 3D neutrino waveforms contain some fea-
tures that are different from the 2D waveforms used to
create the PCs. However, the 2D rapidly rotating core-
collapse waveforms are still a good approximation for 3D
rapidly rotating waveforms as nonaxisymmetric instabil-
ities occur after the signal bounce that is the main feature in
the rapidly rotating PCs.
During recent years, 2D neutrino mechanism waveforms
with more detailed physics have become available. They
include an updated version of the yak waveforms used in
this study, which are now complete (up to 1 s) waveforms,
as the 2010 waveforms were truncated at ∼500 ms after
bounce [81]. Waveforms produced by Müller et al. (2013)
[82] are the first 2D CCSNe relativistic GW signals with
multigroup, three-flavor neutrino transport. Furthermore, a
larger number of 3D neutrino mechanism waveforms have
become available recently, including Kuroda et al. (2016)
[36], who simulate a 15 M⊙ star with three different EOSs
showing a strong low-frequency signal from the SASI,
and Andresen et al. (2016) [40], who include multigroup
neutrino transport. Updating SMEE to use these 3D wave-
forms, as well as other 3D waveforms for rapidly rotating
CCSNe (e.g. Kuroda et al. [41]), will be essential for future
robust parameter estimation with CCSNe GWs.
Future work for SMEE will include following up real
GW triggers found in the searches for GWs as it is possible
that a real trigger may not belong to any of the models
considered by SMEE. Therefore, future work for SMEE
will include distinguishing an astrophysical CCSN explo-
sion mechanism signal from other GW signal types and
noise transients. Spectrograms or power spectra may be
used instead of the Fourier transform of the time series
waveforms to remove the models reliance on phase. How
well SMEE can reconstruct the detected GW signal will
also be explored in future studies. This can be compared
with other tools that reconstruct GW waveforms using
minimal assumptions about the signal morphology
[83–85].
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